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Humanitarian, is a big word when we are busy
trying to scratch out a living for ourselves.
But, it is at the heart of spirituality in business. Humanitarian goes to the very core of
our intent. Why do we work, what motivates
us and what is the reason for making a special
effort to consider a bigger picture than our
own paycheck or the individualizes profit of
our own business.
Humanitarian means to consider the bigger

picture. As we all know the world is getting
smaller. What we do in one country has now
got measurable affects on what happens in
others. Both economic and social circumstances can no longer be confined to geographical
boundaries, cultures and religions are now all
global, and becoming more so. The world is
truly becoming smaller.

How we work, the decisions our corporations
make, the use of our funds and the distribution of wealth are by far the most obvious
mirrors of our efforts to acknowledge our
role in global circumstance. Even the smallest
organization has the opportunity to affect the
world by contributing to less fortunate people,
by considering the environment and susceptibility of global resources.
Hearts speak, and when people in an organization feel a sense of global investment their
individual motives change. You will always see
benefit from spirituality in business because
it will expand the dimensions of the business outside of individual ego and to a bigger
cause. Even 1% of annual profits donated
to the poorest orphanage in Nepal would
transform the lives of hundreds and maybe
thousands of beautiful and highly grateful
children.
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Inspiration is another key reward for spirituality in Business. Inspiration is when the inner
voice speaks louder than the outer voices,
meaning the ego is less important than the
human heart.
Intellect gathers information, inspiration
applies it. But if the information is not correct then inspiration cannot be valid. One is
therefore forced into a deeper consideration of
truth before making decisions. Instead of relying on emotional considerations, we would, in
the case of inspiration look beyond this.

Inner voices are not voices of the ears, they are
heard as feelings, inner voices are intuitions,
and to trust these intuitions we must learn
the arts of calm and meditation. Such skills
are essential where spirituality is going to be
incorporated in business acumen.
Intuition is a form of inspiration. Intuitions are
based on a collection of facts and data in order
to satisfy the intellect which, when satisfied,
will open a gate to a deeper level of truth.
Such is the value of intuition and inspiration,
because then morality and kindness are always
accomplished in all decisions.
In business we must consider both the long
term and the short term. Inspiration will accomplish both, it is called sustainable profit
and human development.
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Your body affects your mind, and your mind
affects your work. So posture, breathing, wellbeing, health and comfort in your workplace
have a substantial affect on how you perform
at work.
Yoga is one of the more complete systems of

body mind awareness. It’s origins are Indian
and therefore it is wise to empower the teachers of that nation rather than those whose
understanding is limited.

Yoga means union, the union of mind body

and spirit. It’s goals are spiritual union with
higher powers, yet, it’s discipline and teachings
are presented for the everyday person whose
goal is to remain well, healthy, and most of all
happy throughout their life.

You may discover other body mind sciences

that enable you to remain stenotyped in mind
and body. Philosophically, Yoga also provides a
solid structure for interpersonal relations, diet
based on your constitution and mental health

Yoga also provides a nice format for the

beginning of spirituality in business because
is shares ancient knowledge for knowing how
to sit, breathe, stand and present yourself in
a way that enhances both your interpersonal
communication and your appearance.
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The love of work is a key to spirituality in business. Spirituality is not a means of escaping
work, more it is a means of investing in work.
A deeper, better use of time, an investment in
quality of output, the commitment to higher
and higher standards of output. It is all underwritten by the love of work.
There are many who would say the spirituality
and the love of work are in contradiction, it
would be wise not to listen to those lost souls.
Work and spirituality are intrinsically interconnected with each other.
To live your spirituality means to serve. To
do your work in service to others and be paid
for it. It is almost impossible to have peace of
mind if your financial situation puts you into
desperation and fear of survival. Spirituality
means to apply the precious energy that has
been blessed to you to something positive and
productive.

Teaching people to run around looking for
the perfect job or the perfect anything is not
spirituality. What spirituality offers is a way
to be in your center no matter what the work.
Learning the arts of adaptation and flexibility
means that perfection is created by you, not by
the external world.
The key is to know your mind, and how to
transform worry, judgement, anxiety and the
negative emotions of anger, jealousy, resentment, and depressions into positive feelings.
This is all taught in spiritual teaching in business.
Trust is another consequence of spirituality in
business. Many times we perceive chaos and
confusion in business. But there is an order, an
order always hidden in the chaos. Sometimes
we can’t see that order and then we can so
easily be overwhelmed and stressed. Inspired
by nature, there needs to be a trust developed
to tide you over until that wonderful order reveals itself. This is a great stabilizer in business
and prevents over reaction, which is a cause of
great suffering.
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Balance is not automatic. Imbalance is automatic. We gravitate to imbalance. So, spirituality in business is designed as a personal and
business rebalancing agent.
Before we begin a days work, being balanced
we know that whatever comes to us, can be
dealt with, we have a starting point. Such
balance is an investment in honesty. Balance
is the essence of honesty with others and ourselves because it can give us the opportunity
to step back from the drama or emotion and
see with truth.

Balance means ambivalence. A sort of detachment from which we can present ourselves in
an open minded fashion. Imbalance is stress,
righteousness and emotional attachment
which drives our awareness to the depths of
drama and uncertainty.

Beauty has been described as perfect balance.
Love is also the perfect acceptance of the
opposites of anything. Stress is imbalance but
beauty is balance. Who do you think would
be more productive in a working situation?
A stressed and emotional executive or an
ambivalent one?

Balance is both physical and mental. The mind
and the body are linked through the breath,
and so, body pains, illness aching joints are a
reflection of imbalance in the body, but the
source is probably emotional. So, balance can
be seen to be at the very center of all Spiritual Business development, because it affects
people, their health, their relationship with
themselves and most importantly their mental
attitude.
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Meditation. Life and work is one long mediation and happiness - fulfillment can be the
result. When we feel in control and a sense
of authority over our destiny on a day to day
basis, happiness can be easily achieved. This is
a very high mental and spiritual state.
Mess can muddle us, and then there is no longer automatic meditation. Then we need practices that can take us outside of our existing
reality. Mediation practices are this. Meditations can bring our happiness back at will. We
do not need to wait for years to understand
the order in a chaos, nor do we need to suffer
pain for months and years after we loose our
center. Meditations teach us to return to our
heart and happiness anytime.

Most important in meditation is to learn from
an accomplished teacher. Most teachers in the
west meditate to escape reality, but this is not
the right application. Meditation is a process
of centering, a process to consolidate happiness and integrity. Happiness, when sustained
is a high state of spiritual awareness.

Mobile meditation means we are capable of

sustaining a good condition in our heart. This
is mostly achieved through doing things that
make us feel productive and thankful. When
we serve others with a good attitude we are
left with such a feeling and this is the gift of
spiritual business.

Mastery of meditation can prove a great ben-

efit in concentration, emotional stability, integrity, and certainly a great empathy for those
who consume our services. This is compassion
in action.
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Growth. Business growth is vital. No business
can stay profitable unless there is growth, just
keeping up with trends and market changes
requires growth. If there is no growth there is
death. Growth is essential.
Growth can occur in many ways. It can come
as a sledge hammer, it can come as a gentle
tap on the shoulder. Growth is the key to all
business and personal life.

Growth can come through desperation. If

a business is suddenly sold or taken over by
competitors, then rationalization will occur.
What that proves is that the business had
capacity for growth that was not used. It had
un used potential.

Growth can be sustainable or un-sustainable.
Greed and over ambitious leaders often drive
business in the short term into unsustainable
growth, they reap the reward then run away
before the balancing downturn happens.

Growth is also critical in the human side of

business. People must grow in order to sustain
their value and productivity. But this is rare. I
have watched most people in business learn
new tricks about leadership or system control,
but growth in individuals in business is rare.

Growth for an individual means to become

aware of stuck thoughts, old ideals, beliefs
that have become outdated. In contrast to this,
as people get older they tend to freeze their
ideals and try, in the name of leadership, to get
everyone else to conform to that belief system.
Spirituality in Business focusses on human
potential and confronting stuck or unused
potential.
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Leadership. The person with the greatest
certainty leads. Where does certainty come
from and what is it that we must be certain of
in order to lead?
Leadership can be a game. There can be people
who scream loudly and lead through dominance and control. That is what we call force,
and when their back is turned their leadership
is worthless. Then these leaders of force are
more like pirates who have captured slaves.
Leadership can be honest too. There are many
people who lead this way. Firstly they have
passion for what they are doing. It isn’t a job
they do, leadership is not a job description.
Leadership is a way of acting. It beings with
passion.

Leadership is, however, at it’s heart, a spiritual
thing. It comes from within, Inspiration is a
leadership where the leader has the wisdom,
education and commitment to a destiny that
others believe will result in a the promised
outcome.
Leadership therefore is about authenticity. An
authentic leader is believable. We don’t take
risks with leaders unless we are in an organization where obedience in compulsory, and
then we follow the leader, because conformity
means immunity.
Leaders that are authentic have both the
capacity and the capability to take a group
of people to a fixed outcome. If confidence is
lacking in a leader that’s a sign of disjointed
appointment. The followers know, they feel
those things that papers and computers can’t
measure. That’s leadership.
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Family values thrive in good business. Just ask
any leader about the productivity of someone
who has fallen out of love, or is going through
a drama in their private life. This is so obvious.
Love, family and relationship inspire us.
For many, they work for the family. They want

to create strong support for the children and a
good roof over their head. This is a fundamental requirement. But then when is this enough?

Family is a motivation, but if there is no spiri-

tuality in a persons heart, then they will need
to be motivated by bigger and bigger families,
and houses and cars. This leads to attachment
and greed which, in business are very destructive to long term profitable growth.

For the perfect space, one must have a high

valuation on family, and also higher values as
well. When the home is big enough then the
family can expand to the world and wealth can
move from one family to many needy ones.
This is called a higher purpose.

Fun and love and family relax us. They provide
an earthing for us so that we maintain some
sense of earthly perspective on our lives. That
is what makes a good human being. One who
is not so extreme that they become obsessed
with religion, family or money. It is a good
balance of all these things that keeps a heart
invested in it’s work.
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Order in the chaos. There is an order in the
chaos and the one who knows it is the one
who is calm. Meditation is this, the ability to
see order in the chaos. Instead of sitting in
meditation, or as well as, one can make life
itself the subject of their meditation. Life is,
actually very predictable and a very good
teacher at that.
On the one hand we can look at the past, this
is a relatively meaningless endeavour unless
we are using past emotional crisis to create
learning, in other words looking for order in
past events.
On the other hand we look to the future, and
understand that what we do now affects our
future. The consequence is that if we understand the order - we understand cause, and
if we understand cause we know what action
now will breed the future we want.

Overtly, by knowing what affects the future
we become a partner with nature, human nature and nature become one. This is a wonderful outcome.
Our covert awareness can be called our
subconscious, or spiritual consciousness and
can be measured by the amount of emotional reaction we have to things. If we react
vigorously, we are unconscious, if we have no
reaction we are conscious.
Order exists. Even if we don’t believe it,
faith can get us through the difficult times.
However, faith must be temporary, because no
healing is complete until we know the order,
and when we know the order, faith is irrelevant.
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Time heals all wounds, time also wounds all
heels. Our life can be measured by our use of
this greatest gift, time. For those of us who
treasure it, every moment counts. Our health,
our love our work and our passions demand
that we extract every milli- second of opportunity from the precious and short time we have
in life.
The definition of valuable acitivities is the keynote challenge. What we value as important
use of time depends on age, culture, religion,
values and beliefs. So, this is the great divide
isn’t it. What is a high priority to one person is
of no value at all to another. Time and it’s use
is a very open debate.

To put an even finer point to this, one must
consider just the known’s. The first being that
we feel good when we feel productive, that
means that no matter what we are doing, if
that activity makes us feel like we are valued,
then we will prioritize that activity.
Taking it one step further, the second known
about humanity is that idle time creates toxin.
That means no matter how tired we are, sitting
around all day watching TV breads a certain
self depreciation, which attracts those who
depreciate others. Activity is critical.
Then there is service, giving to others, that
opens our hearts and raises our feelings of
worth. Together with a sense of being appreciated these both can motivate people to
do extraordinary things, with happiness and
health. In business, if people don’t value their
time, they will not value others and this, even
if it only happens occasionally, brings down
the whole business. Spirituality values time.
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Interconnected - Spirituality in business is not
religion. Spirituality is about the reduction of
the self identity to the point of awareness that
we are all one family.
Interconnected means we are one with others.
That we can accept that all that we witness
outside of ourselves is in fact a mirror to the
person we are within. How we treat others is a
reflection of how we treat ourselves.
In this we must have courage to dismantle the

prejudices and confusions we experience about
life. This includes the idea that we need to be
separate from others in order to be safe.

Irrelevant are the separations we place
between self and other. Religious, economic,
social, cultural and racial divides are only
created out of fear. Spirituality in Business
encourages us to consider ourselves reflected
in every religion, and therefore we can honor
and respect the diversity of life.
Individuality is a myth. When you say “I am
Chris” or “I am Kim” you are inventing an
individuality that gives you some form of
earthly security. But the truth is that such an
identity is a prison for yourself. You now need
to defend it, protect it, master it. You need to
fight for that religious identity, which is an
invented one.
Inside you, behind your ideas and religions
and achievements and failures, you are just
flesh and bone, like everyone else. And you will
eventually leave that body. So, for this short
stay on earth it is wiser to find commonality
between people rather than magnify the differences. Differences are only on the surface.
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Adaptability, the capacity to shift, move and
grow with circumstances is, in my personal
opinion, one of the greatest gifts spirituality
can teach business people. Circumstances are
always changing, pressures increasing, personal life moving from place to place. Adaptation is the key.
Any person who learns the secrets of adapta-

tion will live a long and healthy life. They will
have friends, companions and love. They will
have success through the networks they create
and support through the family they love.

Adaptation is one of the great and innate

qualities of Asian countries such as India, Thailand, Nepal and Tibet. Places where Hindu or
Buddhist welcome the diversity of faiths into
their midst as a natural part of life.

At the border of chaos and order there is

a truth. Chaos on one hand confusing and
challenging us, Order on the other, calming
and peaceful. The ability to adapt is a great
spiritual quality created by this understanding
of the order chaos balance.

At the other extreme to adaptability is rigidity. Fixation with one thought, one idea, one
way of being. This is the opposite to spiritual
freedom, fixation. This comes in many forms.
Extreme reaction, infatuation, over enthusiasm, passion. These all breed fixation and
irrelevance.

Adapt means growth, evolution, movement
and change. Nature is this and so too are we,
forced or constructed it’s all the same
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Gratitude - There is a mind space which, under
any circumstance can cause healing. Gratitude
is this, the ability to say thank you.
Giving to others is a form of gratitude.

Gratitude for the opportunity to share a gift,
Gratitude for the person and for the resources
you have.

Gratitude is linked to creativity. So a thankful

person will be a productive person. An ungrateful person may work hard but the fruits
of their time will be lessened by the dampness
of their thoughts.

God obsession is not a grateful state of mind.

Instead it is considered ungrateful to the reality of existence. Many people become obsessed
with spirituality and love in order to get away
from life. Life itself is spirituality in action.
Business and all it’s perfect distractions is no
different to the elements of nature. Diverse.

Gratitude inspires others. Thoughts travel

through walls and there they penetrate the
minds of others who work for that leader. A
grateful leader, like a grateful parent will inspire new and wonderful experiences in those
who follow.

Goals can help because they provide a meas-

ure by which material and spiritual growth can
be focussed, but, goals can also be a negative
if one looses the ability to be thankful for life
and what is, rather than what isn’t. Remember, expectations place us in an automatic
negative mind set. So spirituality in Business
can help productivity, creativity and positive
mind-set.
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Obstacles to Spirituality in Business are many,
but most focus on four specific matters of the
heart. Greed, fear, uncertainty and illness.
Of these the most fundamental and entrenched is greed. Because it is a part of the
motive for life in the west, greed cannot be
separated from ambition and success, both
of which are fundamental to the workings of
good business.
Our ambition for betterment is mostly material in measure. Better schools for the kids,
cost more money, better homes for ourselves
and our loved ones leads to a hunger that can
be insatiable, as well as our insecurity, which
requires wealth to hide.

Our passions are not rated as highly as our
wealth unless we are an artist, and in this case,
creativity is simply substituted for wealth as a
means of self identification.
Obstacles like fear also drive many people in
business; Fear of failure, fear of disaster, fear
of .............. Fear puts us on the back foot to life
and then on the front foot in communication.
A push pull in relationship.
Of all the four, uncertainty is the most evocative and causes the largest reaction, misguided
action. Uncertainty is predominant in the mind
and for most in business the mind is their holy
domain. Uncertainty is a revelation that the
heart is shut.
On illness, spiritual focusses on maintenance
of the body mind in a healthy and wonderful state. Disease and mental health can be
avoided in this way.
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Three forces in nature must be aligned. They
are intent, (strategy), resources (structure)
and the capability (Culture). In nature, these
three forces are forever adjusting themselves,
as it is in business, we must continually balance our strategic intention with the capacity
and capability of the organization. Currently,
human capability lags behind strategy and capacity,. Our humanity is struggling to keep up.
Translating this to Natural Universal Law,
inspiration is the alignment of those three
forces. However, they are rarely in perfect
balance, rather they seek it. It’s the process of
evolution, growth, continual change - adaptation.

Try learning the laws of nature, and applying
them to your business culture. Then adaptation becomes a part of the culture, continuous
change, growth. People need to evolve too.
Translating this to business means respect.
Respect for all aspects of business science, the
human, the strategic and the bonds that hold
it all together. Systems that support people
and their ambitions and strategies that take
the guesswork out of business development.
Too often people focus on just one element.
Some think that a big vision is enough, others
think it’s all about treating people well, but
neither is the solution. Total management
leads to success, this is natural law in action.
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A better world begins with A better business
We all want to make change. To see the world
as a better place, to change our health, family,
business and relationships. We wish to see
change and we wish that change would happen sooner than later.
This book has been written to offer a process
for those changes. Our intent, as you will see
has been to cross boundaries that are usually
help well apart. We try to integrate humanity,
business development, global change, and life
mastery into one philosophy. It’s an opportunity to challenge convention in managing our
lives and this book presents an insight into
that opportunity.

The book is really about global change through
business change. It is a rebuke at so much of
what is being done at present in the name of
good business, religion, and cultural development. Our aim has been to find a set of
principles, which solve world problems instead
of making them worse, while also honoring
the need to make great profits in business. We
hope, that somewhere within this book it finds
it’s way into your life.
Nature is the mirror that has been polished.
She is raw and natural and she offers us the
opportunity to sit down and negotiate settlement throughout the world where religious
fundamentalism is keeping humanity at bay. I
welcome the Presidents, Prime Ministers and
leaders of the world as well a individuals who
are looking to have more integrity in the way
they live to explore the pages of this book as a
good detective. Use the web site to look deeper
and ask questions where necessary. This is an
opportunity for a global and personal change
of massive proportion and we hope that is
what is achieved.
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Chance
The life force of global change is personal
change. People who are changing in order to
live productively in this new age can create
extraordinary results.
We have an excellent opportunity to change
the way we work and relate. We need a more
sophisticated understanding of the dynamics of life in order to bridge the gap between
current reality and future possibility. We need
to harness the gifts of mind development
and gain a deeper understanding of the human spirit. We need a non-denominational
spirituality, one in which Christians, Moslems,
Buddhists, and Hindu and Jews can embrace. It
must be transparent and free. It must be deep
yet simple and most of all it must be REAL.
More than amassed capital or technology or
knowledge or connections, it is this flexible
and inventive approach to life that will determine who recognizes new resources, creates
global brands, builds humanitarian business
and keeps their mind body and spirit alive to
enjoy the results.
The opportunities to make a difference in the
world exist within the boundaries of our own
lives, professional and personal. Those changes
are fundamental to the success of individuals
and their business. Access is available to step
beyond the academic, to put people in touch
with their true and heartfelt inspirations and
provide opportunity for the expression of that
vision, even within the workplace.
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Leadership - working on not in your business
Do you love what you do? Are you waking up
each morning saying, “Yes, I just can’t wait to
get to work today?” Are you thriving on the
challenge or some enterprise or experience
that is drawing the best out of you? IF not
then you may benefit from this book.
Are you leading others and frustrated with the
cost of conflict, downtime, and effort you need
to spend to get people motivated? Are you
uncertain as to where you are going and what
you and the inspiration you have will be doing
in the future? If the answer is yes, then you
may also benefit from this book.

Are you feeling tired, exhausted, burned out, or
just bummed off. Are you thinking of quitting
your job or even your life? Are you blaming
everything around you and trying to get compensation so you can quit your job and semi
retire? Are you playing the victim for the lack
of any logical alternative in your working life?
If the answer is yes, then you will definitely
benefit from this book.
When you are running a business, your life, or
anything, if you contradict the natural rules
of the game you are forever going to be up
against pressure. You can’t relax because you
want to be in control. How can you reach
your potential while trying to manipulate and
control natural laws? You need to be able to
be yourself, to get into the flow, to relax with
trust. Nevertheless, it’s hard when you don’t
know how.
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A Culture of Human Potential - an Audit
how does your company rate
1.

What are people saying?

2.

What are people doing?

3.

What is the dominant thought?

4.

Where is the vision?

5.

What pictures adorn the walls?

6.

What do people look like?

7.

What pace are people working at?

8.

What are the dreams and visions of
the people?

The Culture of Human Potential Audit offers a
barometer of sustainability, long-term stability
and current health of the business. It is also
critical for individuals within a company – a
low ranking on the chart would automatically
point to high stress, poor health and potential
executive burnout which ultimately lead to
poor client relationships and in most cases a
drop in client satisfaction.

Culture Audit 1. Attitude
We know from all the work done on the human condition that certain mind sets help
individuals work well in a sustainable and
relaxed fashion. In some cultures, stress seems
to be a badge of honor worn to reveal effort.
However, in a productive -balanced organization a certain attitude of specific and measurable nature pervades every event, conversation,
and meeting. People think in a certain way.

Culture Audit 2. Bottom line
Evolution is constant and steady, moderation
is the key, and continuous improvement is the
process. In the Culture of Human Potential
Audit, a matrix of ten key variables combine to
evaluate the performance of a business. These
include, return-on-investment, net profit,
revenue, cost of sales, employee health costs (a
blend of compensation, sick leave and absenteeism), client turn, and competitive position.
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Culture Audit 3. Vision
In contrast to the classical 80’s model of vision
and values driving an organization, a Culture
of Human Potential Audit hunts for a deeper
level of motive. In a fully developed, mature
business, company vision plays such a small
role in performance and teamwork it is almost
secondary. We have all spent many hours over
the last years pondering one single word in
a vision statement; our attachment to vision
is intense. When the company vision lacks
the one key ingredient needed to move from
motivation (high-cost people management) to
inspiration (low-cost people management). A
Culture of Human Potential Audit probes for a
deeper, more individualized form of personal
congruity.
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Culture Audit 4. Environment
We utilize seven key variables in the evaluation
of environments. They are quantitative measures but totally comparative from company to
company. They take only minutes to complete
in any one particular work area but of all the
above are the most telling. In the process of
manifestation, these are key criteria for any
successful team, organization, or business.

Culture Audit 5. Leadership
Over the past five years, this has become the
most developed area in business, but it is still
the most misunderstood. First, no leader can
lead people who refuse to be lead. So much
literature focuses on an individual at the top
but this completely misses the point. Great
leadership only happens with great people.
In addition, great people take responsibility
for every breath they breathe. Organizations
cannot outgrow the mindset of their clients,
but they can change them. Great leadership
involves great people across a 360-degree
spectrum – suppliers, families, colleagues,
clients, and end-users. The mindset and awareness of this total holistic group are the critical
keys to leadership. Moreover, leadership is
the one ingredient a success story cannot live
without.
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Culture Audit 6. Are people being real?
We know from the laws of nature that real estate is it going to go up and down. If you can
catch the trend, you can make arbitrage and if
you don’t catch the trend, you loose your shirt.
However, if you maintain some perspective real
estate grows at an evolutionary rate – about
ten to fifteen percent- you’ll be wealthy.
People in business say – “I had this much but
I lost it” but If you lost it, you never really had
it, it was never really yours. It’s short-term
gratification versus long-term stability and
that’s why we talk about people having a big
purpose, an inspirational reason to get out of
bed, rather than an emotional daily, whimsical, what are you going to do today? That just
breeds personal problems of a destructive kind.
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Culture Audit 7. Is your Organization in Action or Reaction?
Reactive behavior is destructive behavior. A
tree doesn’t get all upset if it is blowing to the
left because it knows tomorrow it will blow to
the right People reacting this month and then
next month, and next month, this is the issue;
people putting in short-term fixes – which is
expensive management. It is people spending a
lot of energy stressing and worrying about the
business, stressed about what shouldn’t need
to be worried about. It’s not about being boring or inflexible but reaction is not inspired or
motivating, it’s stress and it’s the behavior of
the back end. You know if you follow the herd
you walk in what the herd leaves behind.
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Universal laws of nature at work
A new way to be in the world
Using the Universal Laws of Nature, we can
seek to transform every emotion, every illusion, and every belief into a loving awareness of divine perfection. Nature reveals the
creation and through using these transparent
laws -- your mind and therefore your life will
be run by wisdom and inspiration rather than
humanly created myth.
Prayer is talking to the universe.
So, tell the universe, thank you.
Meditation is listening to the universe.
So, listen to the universe and be thankful.

Let Nature be Your Guide
Since the forest is the keeper of sacred law, it
is a worthy beginning to ask her to share principles of reality. The forest, the ocean, the sky,
species, plants; animal’s insects have a voice.
It will require the deepest silence to hear it,
and it is here that you are invited to observe,
sacred moments.
There is a pattern for everything. A perfect
order amongst chaos. It repeats itself over and
over again. Nature is the mirror of that divine
order and no label we put on the creator is
going to change this. There is a perfect order.
People have tried to change that order by
writing about it and chanting about it. They
have used black magic to try to make it rain, or
herbs to stop people from death. Nature’s law
prevailed.
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The order of things is magnificent. The key
to that perfect order is available. Knowing it
doesn’t make you any better than the next guy
and it doesn’t give you a free ride out of the
pains of life. However, it does give you back
your power. The more order, the more beauty
you see –– the more of this beauty you see the
more empowered –inspired – motivated you
become. With this expansion, you write more
songs, dance with more vitality, paint more
paintings, sell more cars, feed more children,
make more bread, and give more to others.
It’s Nature’s equation. The more of the perfect
order you can see the more you are inspired by
life itself. It’s a cycle, see more beauty, be inspired by life, seek more beauty. When you see
a great leader in the world in any field, they
are usually a person who can see great things,
vision great things. Some people are born with
that seeing, some people are born with none.
However, everyone has access to it.
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Everyone can reach out and pick the apples of
inspiration off the tree of life. Nevertheless, it
won’t come from books, workshops, coaching, money, or success. It comes from you.
You must take back the power you give away
by blaming people, by victimization, by crying
poor, by staying stuck in your intellect and
denying the divine order. You must reconnect
with yourself.
Nature is the mirror of the perfect order.
Nature is the unbroken mirror if truth, once
written in the skies it is now nature that holds
the key to the magnificent story of life. She
is ready for you when you are ready for her.
It doesn’t mean you have to go out in nature.
Nature is life. Your life and work can become
the forest and you can study her with the
deepest of reverence.
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The 5 laws of nature
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1. Natures first law - the law of balance
Seek the balance in all things and you will
become of the Master, you will know the mind
of the creator. You will witness ever-deeper
appreciation for beauty in nature. You will
witness the magnificence in this universe and
you will hold in your heart the appreciation for
yourself as a reflection of that creation.
Nature abhors imbalance – she seeks the balance in all things.
There can’t be an up without a down, a good
without a bad. Don’t get elated –don’t get
depressed. It’s the law that honors diversity
– there will always be two sides to everything.
All emotion is one sided. Making inspired decisions means collecting enough information on
a topic until there is an even balance of positive and negative outcomes. At this time, you
are really a leader. When there is real balance
in your mind the gate of the heart opens and
you make inspired conclusions. Dump Decisions – Make conclusions. Look everywhere
for the balance. Watch imbalance, search for
balance. Excess will always be balanced by
deficiency –you can rely on it.
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Nature seeks the balance in all things. An emotion is an out of balance thought. Wind, rain,
storm, tides, seasons, fire, draught, birth, and
destruction are all a part of natures balancing
act. Nature operates this law in both macro
and micro environments. For example if barometric pressure in Los Angeles and Australia
are unequal – the whole earth’s currents and
tides move to compensate. If one leaf on a
tree has completed its journey, it falls to earth
to create food for the next cycle. Nothing in
nature escapes the law of balance. Emotions
are thoughts out of balance.
Translating this first law of Nature into business is the opportunity to manage and lead
with integrity. It’s called showing up.
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To find inspiration you must balance your
thoughts good and bad and then listen to
your inspirations.
In natural law, all things seek balance. Hence,
every stance you take breeds an opposite
stance. If I am in a meeting and I stand to
the left with my opinion someone automatically must stand to the right (even if they stay
quiet and don’t speak up) The more attached I
become to an outcome the more I breed someone who is attached to the diagonal opposite.
This is an amazing negotiating skill. Because
the more you push someone to come close
the further, they run. You can use this in every
walk of business life.
Nature reveals that there are always two sides
to everything. She reveals that harmony in
nature is not just the calm beautiful sunlit
day, tranquil and gentle moments of spring
warmth, or the gentle patter of raindrops on
tin roofs. Nature’s harmony is the balance of
all extremes, her beauty is the contrasts, and
her power is in diversity. Nature’s quest is
not to make gray out of black and white but
to preserve their uniqueness, to express their
individuality and honor the separation.
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Our experience with great leaders is that they
are great listeners. They draw conclusions and
make the hard decisions only when everyone is
heard. Therefore, they take the many polarized
viewpoints and balance them until there is no
decision, simply a conclusion. Our leadership
models rarely account for this, we fear being
wrong so much that we want to infatuate
decisions, and in fact, any decision made in
emotion, (infatuation or resentment) is a lie.
You can’t manage anything you can’t see the
balance in. If you are attracted then it is managing you and if you are repelled, it is again
managing you because in fact there are equal
parts attractive and repelling. Nothing can be
managed at the level of lopsided perception,
emotion. In other words, if two people are having an argument they are usually both right.
If that person was able to see both opinions in
perfect balance then they could arbitrate the
situation, they are then the leader.
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Certainty comes from the heart and the heart
cannot stay open with lopsided information.
Lopsided perception, emotional thinking, cannot breed certainty. Confusion is simply lowerminded thinking: This is right or is this right,
this is wrong or is this wrong? Should we leave
our wife? Should we have children? Should we
start our business? Should we travel to India?
Should we go to that seminar? This thinking is
the result of inadequate or imbalanced perception because it’s looking for a right without a
wrong. In addition, because of this, it creates
emotional answers and emotional answers
don’t stick.
There will be support and challenge in every
decision, every situation, and every outcome
you create. There is no such thing as win-win
without loose loose; something always costs
someone. When you can embrace both sides,
you begin to operate from your heart. If you
are expecting to follow your life decisions and
please people all the time, you will be getting
a big surprise. It’s the law of lesser pissers; you
are going to piss someone off no matter what
you do. You can please them and piss yourself
off or you can please yourself and piss them
off. 50/50 it’s the law of balance.

Therefore, the balanced mind is a business
mind, free of stress and suffering. A balanced
mind is not trying to fix pain, and it’s not
operating from fear, anger, resentment, or
bitterness. All emotion comes from an imbalanced mind. This is reaction and reaction is
business disaster. Reaction breeds reaction.
Leaders who lead through reaction (righteousness) are short lived. You may stop something
by your righteousness but this is short term,
only until those on the other side regroup their
forces. Nature will not allow forces to be held
out of balance. Decisions made in reaction are
disasters and are out of balance. Think of it
as an earthquake about to happen, as nature
balances the forces on the surface of the earth.
All mental health problems are related to
mental imbalance, emotion. Depression, suicide, Chronic Fatigue, Acute Attention Deficit
Disorder. Etc etc/
Balanced mind is the harmony of lasting
relationship, the equilibrium felt absorbing a
tranquil sunset. Balanced mind states awaken
genius, breed a feeling of health and freedom
and ultimately are recognized as the natural
state of leadership.
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2. Natures second law - growth
Maximum growth of anything occurs at
the border of Chaos and Order.
All things must evolve in nature and this is
seen everywhere. That there can be a season
of relative stability and another of abundant
growth is mirror of chaos and order. There
can be long periods in nature of relative calm
and then the powerful destructive force of an
earthquake, or a hurricane. Anywhere where
growth has slowed for a protracted period the
cycle of growth will be more violent.
It is so in every forest, with every specie,
animal, and insects. Evolve or die. There is
nothing that humans create with technology
that nature does not do naturally. We are not
learning to harness nature – we are learning
to model her. Her use of solar power, nuclear
power, recycling, adaptation, and creation. Her
use of clones or gene modification. All these
are nature’s tools for evolution and humans
are not separate from the laws of nature. They
are modeling her.

So maximum growth occurs at the border of
chaos and order. Have you noticed this in your
own business? Once things get right on top
- stuff happens? Maximum growth is at the
border of chaos and order. We are never still
so life is the tic toc either side of this median.
Highly emotional people sway hugely back and
forward (drama is the footnote of their lives)
and stoic people sit on the line –or thereabout
with huge falls every now an then. Healthy is
fluctuations either side (acknowledge the emotions) but no overreaction (follow the emotion). The more times you are in balance, the
more moments of presence you have.
The evolution of the specie is conditional on
this pattern, chaos and order, challenge and
support. In the ancient mysteries, challenge
and support are the definition of love. Create
and destroy are not opposites but are two
sides of nature, parts of the cycle of evolution.
Birth and death are the two parts of the same
evolutionary cycle. Yet, humans will argue, that
enlightenment is possible. Power on, power
off. Evolution would argue that enlightenment
is death.
Nature doesn’t grow continuously. She grows
in surges. Your business and life will also grow
in surges. It means there will be times of quiet
and some semblance of calm and then there
will be enormous periods of turmoil and chaos.
The conscious individual doesn’t try for a life
of peace; they seek a harmony between chaos
and order, support and challenge in their lives.
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In business maximum profit occurs at the
borderline between chaos and order, and
maximum growth is maximum profit, long
term. So making a business all harmonious
isn’t always the most inspirational, spiritual,
and evolved decision. Nature seeks growth.
She seeks it through a combination of two
extremes, chaos and order. Storm or calm;
For those who define great business days as
calm days or victorious days then growth must
come in a forceful way. No matter how hard
you try, maximum growth of your business will
occur at the border of chaos and order.
A company infatuated with calm will do one of
two things: it will attract chaos from outside
the business or from within. All things evolve;
nature destroys those things that don’t grow.
So calm breed’s destruction. If you seek the
extreme, the so-called spiritual condition in
your business, of peace, tranquillity and calm,
then the chaos is really going to frustrate you.
It will come, and inevitably it comes in random
and confronting ways that attack you at your
core.
Complacency attracts disaster, catastrophe
and humbling circumstances!
Uncertainty is nature’s chaos. It is not bad,
you have to get used to it. According the first
law of nature you’ll be uncertain at least 50%
of the energy of your life. Living with uncertainty is an essential part of leadership and in
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contradiction to all the macho theories, admitting uncertainty is not bad. It’s just a sign of
growth. The ancient Greeks called it a Frustra, A point of frustration in your evolution.
(Growth) You don’t need to dwell in frustration
for years. No way, if you have uncertainty you
can use the process of balancing thoughts to
find where you are stuck.
If there is uncertainty about your vision and
purpose, which can be contagious to everyone
you know, and which ultimately determines
the direction of your life, then you’d better
go and do some homework and sort it out,
because it can cause huge damage. It’s an opportunity to look within, but if you are afraid
of the dark then it’ll be hard. That’s why I take
the tough role in seminars when I teach this
work, to make sure people know how to look
within whenever uncertainty arises.
Uncertainty is a trigger for change. When
events are uncertain then it’s a great time to
unravel emotion that is blocking your growth
as fast as possible, simple then evolve. That’s
where certainty comes from, from deep in your
truth, your heart.
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3. Nature’s third law - interconnectedness
Life in pure harmony with nature reveals a
most powerful discovery. That we exist in everything... We are the environments we create.
This 3rd Law of nature helps us in business in a
huge way, both psychologically and culturally.
And here’s how.
If we want a particular outcome, then we
simply need to find the specific cause that creates it. Simplistic as it may be, the law drives
deep in the mystical realms of creativity and
manifestation. Cause and effect are linked
inseparably.
The idea is one that all great leaders have been
aware of; it is called being a visionary. The ability to see the future in their imagination was
a critical element of manifesting the future.
The ability to describe the future was a vital
instrument in motivating people, the ability to
see the detail.
This third law of nature implies that nothing
is ever missing, it just changes in form. Then,
it’s suggested that once a person can visualize something it is created. Now the task is to
change its form from virtual reality to material
reality. That process is called the creative process, the ability to take a dream and honor the
reality of it in the mind, and then transform it
to actuality.
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There are great schools of education that
teach this science. Visualization, vision quest,
manifestation. Indian sages have studied the
science for centuries. In business, we call it
leadership. The ability to see what no one else
can see, to describe it in vivid detail and then
through action, chunking it down, bring it to
form.
Here is the creation formulae:
Use the creation formula below to help
translate your vision and dreams into tangible
realities.
1. Have a higher purpose for achieving it - social or communal development.
2. Define your vision – See the details - clarity
is essential
3. Set Goals - They are the stepping stones to
your vision
4. Affirm it! Speak words that assume it will
manifest.
5. Write it down – Make a plan, a written commitment.
6. Feel it! Your heart must open to the inspiration of it
7. Act on it! Action - intense and focused action.
8. Gratitude - Be thankful for the journey
- focus on intent not outcome
9. Daily Habits - Ask what small actions can
you daily that will manifest your vision in the
long term.
10. Visualize it in fine detail
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In other words, “Nothing is missing it just
changes in form” Nothing is missing. So
manifestation is about taking things from one
reality and birthing them in the next.
An office in chaos is in order somewhere. Now
you know this formulae you can move your focus from what’s missing to what’s the balance.
Instead of looking at the missed opportunity,
you might be looking at the new one that is
waiting. There is nothing missing.
There is a small warning needed here. Many
people start dreaming and visioning for
absolutes. Which in them defy the laws
of nature. For example, they ask for world
peace.

Consider the consequence of fantasies that are
encouraged in people’s mind and the consequence. If you encourage a child to think they
can fly, then by the time they are 15 they will
be a manic depressant. Their expectations of
life compared to nature’s love of life will contradict and a war will break out. People who
pray for the world to stay green, and forests
pristine and peace are the most common
people to be in mental health problems.

For a lopsided dream to come true there
must be a breakdown in the laws of nature.
The whole structure of nature would have to
unravel. There fore such visions would not
manifest no matter what we did. They are
virtual realities - fantasies that can only exist
in the mind - and the crazy mind for that.

This is the warning about a leader who promises you the sky and delivers dirt. Fantasy can
be a movie, or a projection of a mind and this
is wonderful art. However, if you think you can
bring fantasy from the mind to manifest in
reality then there is a high chance of depressions.
The Virtual reality of an inspired leader is real.
Tangible, it does not have half experiences or
half realities built in and the test of this is the
business plan. Because if you can write a business plan and have it audited at all levels then
you have taken the dream and compressed it
into goals and steps.
There are many opportunities to create huge
transformations in cultures through the sciences of manifestation.
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4. Nature’s fourth law - harmony
What you appreciate grows. What you
don’t appreciate - depreciates.
In the universe if you are not thankful for
what you have –you loose it. That’s a bankruptcy. People grow from appreciation. If you
appreciate people, they grow. You don’t need
to reprimand people – they do it for themselves –appreciate people. Being thankful
brings everything back to reality. In addition,
we say to people – Instead of living in the
future with a vision of the moment, live in the
moment with a vision of the future. Gratitude
brings you home.
In nature, what appreciates grows what are
depreciated shrinks. Consider the possibility
that in your life those things you appreciate
grow and those things you don’t appreciate
shrink, include your health, your relationships,
your friends, and your associates. Your life. In
other words, the more you judge something
(not appreciate it) the wo rse your life becomes
(your life shrinks)
Appreciation is a vibration and ironically, this
is the key to personal health as well. The more
appreciation and gratitude you have the more
you grow and the more you grow the more
you are challenged to appreciate. Bankruptcies
always occur when people don’t appreciate
what they have.
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The immune system in your body responds to
Gratitude. The more grateful you are for life
–the more your immune system is strengthened. The more immunity you have the bigger
the life you can lead and the bigger the life the
more challenge there is to be grateful. Life is
about bigger –not smaller levels of responsibility.
What determines the personal harmony of
any one individual is the level of gratitude
in their heart. All thoughts are electric; they
send electrical charges to the nerves, which in
turn stimulate action. Our brain is an electrical receiving and broadcasting system that is
responsible for action. Although the science
of non-local communication is still primitive
(cell phone) we are evolving to a time when
thought can and will activate response. (This
has already been accomplished)
This law creates the opportunity for you to
create a culture of growth an appreciation
in your life. What you appreciate grows and
therefore a life based on the law of harmony
will evolve rapidly along the border of chaos
and order. So this provides an opportunity to
be centered and focused and in harmony with
your vision and purpose. Ingratitude destroys.
Not only businesses, but individuals as well. To
understand the law of harmony is to understand human relationship. It is a way to think
and be that can inspire incredible human
potential.
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Really, thank them for their efforts, make it
clear what you want and agree on how and
then trust that if you appreciate what they
do they’ll get there. Instead of always focusing on the next month’s budget, be thankful
for the last month’s budget. In addition, if you
really don’t think this works you just look at a
company who is all vision, or motivation and
all hype and they eventually are humbled to
be thankful for the small things. God is in the
details and the details are in the moment
The fourth law, the law of gratitude and appreciation, means remember, that what you
appreciate grows. As a leader you need to stay
humble by thanking people and keep yourself rising in the purpose of your role to keep
you humble. From local to international, turn
your hand to both social and well as financial
vision. That way, gratitude is high and clients
love grateful people. Then your business will
grow according to the second law of nature, at
the border of chaos and order.
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By focussing on this fourth law, a business will
attract and keep clients. It must also attract
and keep employees., too. Therefore, the vibe
of the business is the key to sustainable performance. People feel the energy of a business
- a product or service long before they buy it.
It’s called the culture behind the brand and
we, specialize in creating cultures with that
great vibe. We call it the Culture of Human
Potential.
We attract the vibe of your own energy.
Negative ungrateful people attract troubles,
usually rescuers who are themselves, negative
and ungrateful. Therefore, we translate that
what works for the human body works for the
corporate body. The vibe of the organization
is the culture, and you must ensure a grateful
culture at all cost. A thankful thought magnetizes people.
That means you need to keep your people
humble. If they think the world can’t survive
without them, then they cannot be grateful anymore, because they are no longer
humble. Self righteous people destroy cultures
because they are always complaining and
turning a thankful workplace into a complaining workplace. Nature humbles people who
are unthankful, you as a leader must be wise
enough to emulate nature and if people start
to take things for granted, you’ll need to loose
them. That’s like protecting the business and
the other people in the company. In the jungle
they’d be eaten. (Don’t go there).
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The art of a great leader is to inspire gratitude
and humility throughout their team. To value
marketing internally within the organization as
much if not more than outside it. To keep the
vibe thankful and humble, that’s the key.
Ungrateful people in your business are those
who have been there too long. Those that
don’t respect the leader, those who have been
hurt by past events. If they can’t heal those
feelings in minutes, they will pull your company down, and the clients and other employees with them.
You can’t pretend; gratitude must come from
the heart. If you pretend, people just see
through you and your authenticity is challenged. You also can’t be grateful one hundred
percent of the time, sometimes you have to
fall. So you can fall, stay there, get all twisted
and start some stinkin’ thinkin’, or you can
work through it, grow and get back on track.
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Some thoughts to hel you stay thankful;
• No one can lift yourself up higher than
yourself
• No one can beat you down further than
yourself
• True self worth stems from within
• On purpose we don’t acknowledge rejection
• All complete healing is activated through
gratitude and love
• Certainty and presence intensify healing
• The power that made the body heals the
body
• You one true being your soul is grateful for
what is
• Doing what you love is the key to fulfillment
• The pain of regret is greater than the pain of
self discipline
• Your body knows when you are doing what
you love
• Loving what you do helps you do more of
what you love
• As you believe so you achieve
• You move in the direction of your dominant
thoughts
• Achievement starts with a single great
thought
•Your actions determine your results
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• Whatever you put energy into today produces results tomorrow
• Idle time, idle mind, illusions grow.
• Blessings result from your thought word and
action
• Everything serves even if at first you don’t
see it
• Your health and well-being tomorrow result
from you actions today
• Inspired dreams are the driving force of
inspired action
• All you can conceive you can achieve
• Steadiness poise and inner peace are signs
of clarity
• Your limitations are in your head
• Whatever you judge is running you
• Self worth is a state of mind
• If we acknowledge rejection we are being
run by others
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• What you feel thankful for heals
• What are you doing here
• Dedicate your life to your purpose
• Anything you can accomplish is not your
purpose
• Goals are stepping stones to your purpose
• Your purpose is beyond your goals
• Every problem is an opportunity to learn love
• Anything you can’t see both sides of runs
your life
• You cannot build without destroying nor
destroy without building
• You are never given a problem you cannot
solve
• Are you full of life or barely breathing
• As your breath wanders so does your mind
• Your body believes everything you think, do
and say
• Gratitude raises the body. Ingratitude weighs
the body
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• Do you have passions or do they have you
• Passions are not to be condemn just
moderated
• Nothing of the senses can satisfy the soul
• Money withers if it is left lying around
• Abundance exists
• Money must circulate to grow
• You don’t get something for nothing
• Don’t invest in desperation
• Invest in yourself no one else will
• Inspired purpose attracts support
• You rise in glory as you sink in pride
• Link you daily deeds with your purpose
• Infatuation leads to resentment
• Are you busy building pedestals
• Anyone or anything that you cannot see
both sides of runs your life
• Infatuation is based on lopsided perception
• Who’s running your life
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5. Natures fifth law - hierarchy
Leadership - The person with the greatest
Vision Leads
Everything in nature is hierarchical – Any
sustainably successful organization must have
a purpose bigger than itself and any successful
person must have a purpose bigger than him
or herself. People – employees, shareholders,
and clients – invest in an inspired vision.
Vision – Knowing Where you are going
Inspiration – Knowing why you are Going
Purpose – Knowing what you are doing and
for whom
Where the spirit does not work with the hand
there is no art. ---Leonardo Da Vinci
Life Purpose
Your life purpose is your path. Your awareness
of the divine and innate calling within you.
It is a major step in achieving harmony. Your
evolution is maximized when you are on this
path. This is a place of true destiny and clarity.
When you follow your heart, you are following this path. It is the straight path, straight
through the heart of opinion. You are on track,
on purpose, when you follow this destiny, this
challenge. When you do what you love and
love what you do, you are on track.
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Every one has been made for some particular
work and the desire for that work has been put
in every heart -- Rumi
The clearer your primary purpose the more
you will live and fulfill it. Like the whole, which
is greater than the sum of the parts, your
statement of purpose represents the whole or
primary fundamental decision in your present
life. Once this master purpose is acknowledged
or set, all other choices and objectives can
be more effectively made. All further choices
stem from your primary choice. If your primary
choice is based on your loves, then all further
choices will follow. Without a clear fundamental choice, all other derivative choices become
more illusive and difficult.
Your purpose without a commitment will be
but a mere flash of your imagination and will
be void of clarity and inspiration. So, have
commitment to and constancy of purpose. Be
unwavering. Stay on purpose. Perceptions of
being on purpose lead to actions, which lead
to rewards. Purpose leads to procedures, leads
to results. Grab a hold of and stay with your
life’s big picture. Discipline yourself. The pain
of regret outweighs the pain of discipline. The
secret of fulfillment and success is constancy
of purpose.
Stand on solid ground
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Vision
An inspirational vision that comes from the
depth of your heart will be far more powerful than any structure. Structures break
down when the person at the top looses their
inspiration. If the person at the top is not
expanding their vision and inspiring themselves constantly, then they fall. Remember,
the vision must come from within. Feelings
of inspiration travel through walls where no
words can pass.
Primarily, the foundation for a vision is discipline and routine. Two words that most new
age people resent. Routine and discipline build
a foundation because if you are in continual
turmoil and in personal conflict the energy
of a vision will be sucked away as quick as
it’s created. You must get the basis for you
life solid. It means thinking clearly, managing
your mind, healthy body and solid financial
structures. It’s not about wealth – it’s about
security, solid, real disciplines that build solid
real sustainable growth.

You need a routine. Same routine every day,
not unchangeable routine, but a planned
routine. You need a routine that is unquestionable, a daily schedule that locks up time
for critical activities that support you. Some
people say to me “ooooh I found a life purpose
and nothing happened.” But they confess that
they didn’t stick to their routine, they chopped
and changed their lives based on who they
were sleeping with or how many parties they
were going to. It drains energy this way.
Such routines includes diet, wake time,
thoughts and affirmations, daily prayer, service, gratitude exercises, physical exercise both
anaerobic and aerobic, stretch, cleansing, mind
development, spiritual quiet, recovery and life
force development and bed time.
Those routines are daily habits. At first, there
are exercises and disciplines but as the body
adapts over only a 6-week period those
routines and exercises become habits. These
are the foundations of success, healthy habits
build healthy lives. “I know it sounds old fashioned but it works.”
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Inspiration
You have to look inside your own heart and
ask what do you love doing. What are you
inspired about? You have to get to the point
that what you are inspired about is incorporated into the whole of your life. Linking what
you love to what you do is an art. You inspire
people by being inspired.
Here are some signs of UN inspired companies:
Excessive emotional expression, fundamentalism, changing people, rescue, chronic fatigue,
depression, righteousness, attachment, rigidity,
greed, sexual hunger, excess food appetite,
stimulant addiction, legal disputation, stress,
tiredness and gossip.

On Becoming Inspired
An inspired individual has equal respect for
their inner world and their outer world. They
are considerate but not bound by consideration, they are compassionate but know the
masculine and feminine sides of compassion.
An inspired person has, as their major core value, growth, evolution, and inspiration. They see
that every event has an order and they search
and find the order in every situation. They have
learned to laugh at what many people take
seriously. An inspired person is committed.
Committed to their life purpose, their creator,
their global role, and their truth. Living their
truth is what differentiates an inspired person
from ordinary folk. Because to live their truth
inspired people, have to break the mould.

Here are some signs of inspired companies:
Inspired - You need to break the mould
Open minded, gratitude, a powerful vision
without the fantasy, not attached to dogma, a
focus on purpose, presence, and commitment
to something greater than themselves, persistence, understanding, patience, and Love.
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The mould an inspired person has to break is
the mould of conformity. It is the moulds of
-should do this and you shouldn’t do that. It is
the mould of fear and the mould of impossibilities. People have broken the mould for
years and they have been called all manner
of things. They were crucified, burnt, rejected
and they were called crazy. They were shot,
imprisoned, and denounced as heretics.
Sometimes inspired people lived as hermits but
this doesn’t work anymore. The world needs
them to lead it. From fights over who got the
right God, to economics related to starvation
and self-destruction. To be inspired is to be
unconventional.
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Inspired - Take 100% responsibility.
Cause and effect. Every decision, every
thought, and every action has a reaction, a
consequence. Inspired individuals apply nature’s laws to their thoughts, words, and deeps
so that the consequences of their actions are
the outcomes they want. Inspired individuals
are people who have taken 100% responsibility. They know that the world appears to them
as they perceive it and if they want to change
the world, they just change the prescription of
their glasses. Inspired individuals ban blame,
ban victim hood, ban pity party, ban negativity,
and help people find the love in every moment
life has to offer. Inspired individuals know that
the way you fall asleep determines the way
you wake up.
Inspired - Take no credit or blame (don’t take it
personally)
Inspired people are amazing people. They are
always leaders in their field or at least striving
to get there. Inspired individuals however
know that nothing comes from them, it only
comes through them. Inspired individuals are
humble. The most amazing thing about an
inspired person is that they don’t take things
personally. They are self-assured and know
that if you have a problem then that’s your
problem. Inspired individuals know that your
stress is not their stress. Inspired individuals
know that nothing comes from them only
through them. So they aren’t attached to
things- they focus on loving what they do.
Inspired individuals are honest, primarily
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with themselves. For this is being real. Ego
asks – “what did I do wrong and what did I
do right?” It’s me me me. Inspired individuals
don’t even try this. They are real.
Inspired - Leadership – Take back the Power
To be Inspired by life and work means taking back your power. It means getting past
blame and victim and really rising in your own
energy, rising to a place of personal power in
which nothing can trigger reaction – all events
then become a non-events, trivia.
Emotion and reaction disempower you and
drain your life force. Bitter people, angry
people, victims, blame game people, religious
fanatics are uninspired people who are stuck.
Business people who blame the boss or the
economy drag the whole energy down, they
make it impossible to be inspired because they
can’t keep up, they hold others back.
Inspired - Independence
Independence is the commitment to follow
your own convictions amongst the questions
and turbulence of life.
If you adhere to the laws of balance in all your
mental activity this conviction will automatically arise in you. But if you are dishonest with
yourself, if you get too big for your boots and
therefore ungrateful, then you will not be able
to hold integrity to your dreams and will surely
fail.
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Inspired - Listen Within
“You won’t find your heart in a temple until
you find the temple in your heart”
The inner voice is always there – it cannot be
heard unless the conditions are right. Those
conditions are;
1/ Silence
2/ Focussed mind
3/ Stillness
4/ Inner Calm
5/ Free from Pain
6/ Gratitude
7/ Patience
8/ Open Hearted
9/ Lightness and joy of being.

Inspired - Learn to sit in a position for Inspiration to happen
Extreme Gratitude
No emotion
Silence
Stillness
Focus on an object
Surrender
Straight spine
Balanced breath
No expectation
Eyes open at all times
Pen nearby for notes.

Inspired - Inner Voice - continued
The inner voice actually has no voice. There
is no language to the inner voice; it speaks
not in French or English or Spanish. The inner
voice speaks in feelings. Those feelings come
in pictures, knowings or awareness. There are
no words from the inner voice. The inner voice
has no voice. If there is a voice, then it’s your
subconscious speaking or you are going mad.
Creation doesn’t speak English or french, or
whatever. Inspiration is already within you and
you just need to listen.
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Inspired - Act on your inspirations or loose
them
Many people sit on their bum, legs crossed and
recite mantras. They forget to act. Nothing
happens until something happens. Nothing
changes until something changes. Act on
your inspirations or loose them. This is higher
intuition.
The inner work builds the outer world. The
inner glow is an outer glow, the inner truth
is an outer security, and the inner love is an
outer loving presence. So act on your inspiration with passion and persistence, focus on the
detail. This is the greatest meditation. Acting
on your inspirations.
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Inspired - Move from motivating to inspiring
people.
Motivation is what you do to people – you
create incentive, you manage them from the
outside. However, inspiration is what people
do to themselves from the inside. Inspiration
comes from the inside – you empower people
by asking them about their dreams because
these come from the inside. You can only
inspire people if you know their dreams. This is
amazingly true for children.
If you know those dreams and you can be an
inspired leader because people come to work
to be inspired. They don’t want jobs. People
want to fulfill their dreams and be inspired
and have lots of spirit in their life. In addition,
the best way you can help them is to be that
yourself. The most important thing a parent
can do for their children is to live their dreams
and no matter what happens –stick to it.
People are alive to grow. Instead of managing
people, inspire them by helping them achieve
their dreams.
Inspired - The size of your vision determines
the size of your life
A business cannot grow larger than the vision
of the leader. Some leaders try the bonsai approach; they keep cutting the branches to keep
control. Others let branches grow anywhere,
and the tree grows out of control. Nature
intended all things to grow.
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To gravitate to order brings about complacency because it is excess control, to gravitate
to chaos stunts growth because there’s just no
rest from change, change and challenge. The
key is to welcome both with open arms, with
the same feeling.
Inspired - Concentrate on your purpose for
harmony
Your individual Life Purpose is the highest
attunement of your whole life. Purpose centers
and determines your vitality and therefore
your attunement to your personal happiness,
your human spirit. When you are dedicated to
your purpose you give of yourself, when you
are not on purpose you attract problems to
bring you back on purpose.
Anything that you do that you can link to your
life purpose is going to create inspired action.
Anything that you do that is not linked to life
purpose is going to get sabotaged.
When you are ready to make the commitment,
you say the words, “I will do whatever it takes,
travel anywhere, and pay any price to fulfill my
purpose” you’ll automatically find yourself on
purpose. Remember self worth requires that
you do something that you think is worthy of
value.
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Inspired - Do what you love and love what you
do.
Ask yourself these five questions repeatedly.
They will lead you to deep wisdom and certainty. Ask in silence, ask through observation,
and ask through awareness of your current
values.
Inspired - Do what you love and love what you
do.
1. “What is it that you love to do?”
2. How much would you love to be paid for it?
3. What is in the way of you achieving this?
4. How do you overcome these?
5. What are your 4 top priority action steps to
help you achieve these Loves?
Answer these questions and live out the answers. Your life, your priorities and your sense
of worth will automatically rise.
Inspired - Act inspired
Focus on your purpose. Live for purpose and
spend much of your time thinking about it. Be
guided by an inner knowing. A vision, calling,
or life purpose. Take every opportunity to grow.
Successful people do not spend time talking
about the misery of their failures they talk
about the blessings, they talk about the future,
and they talk about the vision.
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The more clear your vision the more motivated
you are to fulfill it. By converting your obstacles to stepping-stones, you awakened the
genius within you to fulfill whatever mission
you set out to accomplish. Nothing is too big
or too small for the inspired individual.
If you waste time on low priorities then you
reveal your inner truth and you will be the first
to devalue yourself. A mind that is not focused
on higher priorities focusses on emotion and
swings too and fro like a pendulum. Two
extremes of mind.
To the degree, that you can balance your
emotions is the degree to which you will fulfill
your calling in life.
Inspired - Principles of Staying Inspired
1. Find and fill that place in life for which you
are best suited.
2. Demonstrate full and persistent determination to make the best of your present circumstances
3. Always look from the laws of nature at any
circumstance
4. Overcome obstacles which are, by design,
a part of the process of achievement. Grow
through challenge.
5. Always work to improve your position, even
with minimal endowment improvement is
possible
6. Make the best of every moment from which
we create the future
7. Intensity of action is a reflection of Inspiration.
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Inspired - the great secrets of inspired leaders
Inspired Leaders build on a foundation of vision, they reflect the heart of the company.
Inspired Leaders are governed by the highest
order. The laws of nature, unlimited in application, unchangeable in application.
Inspired Leaders create vital, humble, grateful,
caring and challenging places.
Inspired Leaders - exude the creativity of
inspiration, with people connected to their
dreams
Inspired Leaders help people live their dreams.
They ask individuals to write a personal plan
for themselves. They ask each individual to
define their dreams, their goals.
Inspired Leaders create intensity by clustering.
They bring appointments into clusters because
it’s more effective and more efficient.
Inspired Leaders continually challenge themselves to improve but are grateful for what
they have.
Inspired Leaders know the value of gratitude
to motivate, inspire, create loyalty, and build
self worth.

Inspired Leaders make organizational flow
charts that clearly reflect the real structure,
hierarchy of the company. They acknowledge
that nothing in nature is created without a
hierarchy.
Inspired Leaders know that whatever is in the
most dominant thought of an individual is the
direction in which they eventually move.
Inspired Leaders know that when the leader is
inspired the employees can become inspired.
Inspired Leaders understand the cost of emotional mismanagement, which deprives the
mind of focus.
Inspired Leaders know that the most stress
free zone for personal performance is when
there is a clear outcome and a powerful intent.
Intensity time’s purpose builds satisfaction.
Stress is confusion.
Inspired Leaders continuously build productivity, commitment, and loyalty. By linking what
people do for the organization to people’s own
personal life dreams.
Inspired Leaders follow their inner calling.

Inspired Leaders endorse emotional maturity
amongst their people. They know that individuals work best when they accept responsibility
for balancing their emotional wellbeing.

Inspired Leaders are without competition
because nothing compares to an inspiration
from the heart
http://www.innerwealth.com
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